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Kampus Astro brings world-class
quality education to schools
KUCHING: Kampus Astro

continues to bring world-class
quality education and learning

to schools throughout the
country via its corporate
responsibility

outreach

programme.

This is in line with the

Education Ministry's aims and
efforts to bring holistic learning
experiences to students through
ground events that will provide
greater exposure to world class

educational and informative

content, a press statement said
yesterday
Kampus Astro recently visited

30 rural and suburban schools
in East Malaysia on weekends
with a 25-foot mobile truck that

housed informative and
learning based activities for
children and youths in
particular
Astro
learning
and
informative channel partners
who participated and supported

the outreach included Astro

TVIQ, Astro Ceria, Discovery
Channel, Discovery Science,
Animal Planet, National
Geographic, The History
Channel and Disney Channel,
the statement said.

"To support the campaign

IT'S SNOW Students of SMK Tamparuli, Sabah, getting a feel of snow during the
outreach programme.

The
mobile
truck
compartment extended into a
mini stage where science and
mathematics demonstrations
were held for students, while
at the same time, interactive

games as well as fun and

.It said: "Astro also believes in

engaging its employees in
projects that contribute their

personal time and expertise to

the community across the

country via Astro's Staff
Community Programme."

"As such, this event also

learning stage activities were set
to take place.

involves the participation of

The statement also said-the
eight-week
outreach

Astro employees in which about

programme that commenced in

100 employees from Sabah,
Sarawak and some from the

further, Astro has collaborated

SMK Sri Nangka, Sabah on June

peninsula are mobilised in

Centre to conduct mathematics

27 aimed to provide on-ground
learning experience to students

various

with the National Science

batches to assist with the

and science base experiments

living in remote areas by

and activities, as well as training
materials," the statement added.

visiting various schools in

learning based
activities on the mobile truck
for the outreach programme in

Sabah and Sarawak.

East Malaysia," it said.
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